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INTRODUCTION

Scope of the Document

The quarterly L1 Data Quality Reports captures the current status of and improvements to the data
quality of the PlanetScope constellation. All data in this report is based on images collected within
this same quarter and the report covers three main blocks: Geometry, Radiometry and known
Product Anomalies.

The structure and format of this report have been adapted from the Data Product Quality Reports
published by the Sentinel calibration teams every month, information on which can be found on this
website: Data Product Quality Reports - Sentinel (last visited on September 20th, 2022). The Sentinel
data quality reports cover the geometric and radiometric performance, anomalies and known issues,
defective pixels, updates to the processing chain and many other topics.

In this context, the product level L1, as specified in the title of this document, defines top of
atmosphere radiance products, both in sensor space as well as in orthorectified format.

Main Points for the Reporting Period

All PlanetScope satellites maintained normal operations during Q2 2022. Early in Q2 Dove-Classic
and Dove-R satellites were successfully decommissioned. This was a decision made to minimize
variation in products and to switch processing pipelines to the eight band product overall. The values
in the report below are for the eight-stripe superdoves alone. In some parts of the report where a
longer sampling period was used some Dove-C and Dove-R results are reported.

MEASURED PRODUCT PERFORMANCES

Performance Overview

The table below contains the metrics measured for eight-stripe SuperDove imagery acquired in Q2
of 2022. These numbers should be treated separately from the actual product requirements and
specifications, which can be found in the publicly available Planet Image Product Specifications
document, i.e. Planet Combined Imagery Product Specs letter screen.

Note that the reports pertaining to Q4 2020 and before that used to report the absolute geolocation
and band to band registration as the average of the RMSEs. Starting with the Q1 2021 report, this was
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changed to the 90th percentile (PCTL90) of the RMSEs. Note: Starting Q1 2022, modeled SNR is
reported for all bands.

Requirement Description Measured performance

Eight-stripe SuperDove

Absolute
geolocation
(with ground
control points)

Geolocation measured
on ortho products

Sample Size: 8914
PCTL90 of RMSEs [m]: 6.68 CE90 empirical [m]: 6.3

Band to band
registration

Registration measured
on approximately
11000 (SuperDove)
ortho products

PCTL90 of RMSEs [m]
CB-B: 1.50
G1-B: 1.16
G1-CB: 1.38
G2-B: 1.33
G2-CB: 1.31
G2-G1: 0.77
R-B: 0.99
R-CB: 1.38
R-G1: 0.58
R-G2: 0.88
RE-B: 1.33
RE-CB: 1.05
RE-G1: 0.93
RE-G2: 0.88
RE-R: 1.08
Y-B: 1.53
Y-CB: 1.28
Y-G1: 1.05
Y-G2: 0.94
Y-R: 1.22
Y-RE: 1.01
N-B: 1.42
N-CB: 1.05
N-G1: 1.39
N-G2: 1.40
N-R: 1.38
N-RE: 1.32
N-Y: 1.11

Absolute
radiometric
uncertainty

Validated against
Sentinel-2A,
Sentinel-2B and
Landsat 8

4.54%, 4.80%, 6.24%, 3.41%, 1.88%, 0.75%, 4.89%, 8.80%
(CB, B, G1, G2, Y, R, RE, N)

SNR Modeled SNR that is
calculated from the
scene brightness by
taking into account

63.116, 97.945, 90.644, 89.268, 69.330, 72.470, 49.337,
43.022 (CB, B, G1, G2, Y, R, RE, N)
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the camera noise
model.

CB: Coastal Blue, B: Blue, G1: Green1, G2: Green2, Y: Yellow, RE: Rededge; R: Red, N: NIR

More details can be found in the following sections.

Exposure Settings

The PlanetScope constellation and especially its exposure time is optimized for Northern
Hemisphere lighting conditions. Thus the exposure time is adjusted twice a year, reduced in
Northern Hemisphere spring and extended in Northern Hemisphere autumn. A more flexible
exposure model is under development.

During Q2 of 2022 the entire fleet of. SuperDoves were constantly imaging with 40 TDI stages. A
more sophisticated model called ECP (Exposure Compensation Program) is under development for
the SuperDoves and is currently being tested on orbit with a handful of canary satellites. It will be
gradually rolled out to the rest of the fleet in the coming weeks.

The following graph shows the average exposure time in microseconds per TDI pulse. The exact
per-pulse exposure time varies with the changes in orbit over time.
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Average exposure time in microseconds per TDI pulse for eight-stripe SuperDove satellites in Q2 of
2022.

Geometric Performance

Reference Data

The reference data was designed and built to support orthorectification of any type of Planet ortho
scene on a global scale. This dataset covers the large majority of the global landmass with 2.5 m high
resolution ALOS satellite imagery (Antarctica not covered, Greenland partially), while the continental
US is still covered by very high-resolution (VHR) airborne imagery with resolution under 1 m. This
dataset is suitable for the correction of other high- or moderate-resolution image sources regardless
of its extent.

Table: Ground control data sources.

GCP source Region Resolution (m) Accuracy (RMSE, m)

VHR Aerial imagery Continental USA 1.0 < 6.5

ALOS Satellite imagery Rest of the world 2.5 5.0

RapidEye (based on
ALOS/Landsat) Gap filling 5.0 < 7.0

Landsat Antarctica and Greenland 15.0 20.0

In July 2020 we have improved the global reference data by two actions:

● In the US the latest version of VHR images is now used during rectification.
● The ALOS Global dataset was reprocessed to minimize scene-to-scene inconsistencies.

The vertical component of the reference data is derived from the Digital Elevation model with a post
spacing under 30m globally.

Table: Digital elevation models used in Planet product orthorectification.

DEM source Region Post Spacing (m) Vertical Accuracy
(RMSE, m)

USG NED Continental USA 10 < 3

LINZ New Zealand 25 6
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INEGI CEM 3.0 Mexico 15 7

SRTM
Australia
(released by
GeoScience Australia)

30 7

PlanetObserver90 Antarctica 90 7

Intermap World30 Rest of the world 30 7

Automated Positional Accuracy Assessments Process Description

Planet performs independent automatic assessments to evaluate the positional accuracy of our
image products. The implemented process is based on Catalyst (former: PCI Geomatica) software.
We use the AUTOGCP function and Fast Fourier Transform Phase matching (FFTP) algorithm to
automatically identify tie points (TP) between two different images or bands. The initial position of
the candidates is determined by using a GRID pattern. The AUTOGCP function builds a patch around
each candidate and searches the same area in the overlapping images/bands. A threshold value is
used to control whether a TP candidate is accepted or rejected. This parameter specifies the
minimum quality of the match that is considered acceptable. The process uses a score value of 0.8,
being 1 a perfect match. Once the TPs are matched, the radial error is computed for each of the
points by determining the distance between the same point collected in two different
images/bands. Individual TPs errors are then aggregated so that accuracy metrics for the whole
image, strip, sensor, fleet, area, country, etc can be derived. Usually, geometric accuracy is then
expressed by RMSE in X and Y direction, Radial RMSE, and Percentile 90.

We identified that occasionally the overall metrics were overestimated due to a poor identification of
TP that should be considered as blunders (false positive errors). In order to clean those outliers a
blunder removal phase based on a combination of two approaches (Grubbs test and coefficient of
variation). This combination takes advantage of both. The Grubbs test approach works well when the
sample size is large enough and has a Gaussian/T distribution; the coefficient of variation approach
works best in the case where the sample size is small or has a uniform distribution. Apart from the
blunder removal phase, UDM2 is also used to avoid collecting TPs on top of cloudy and heavy haze
pixels. We identified that the quality of UDM2 is not always good enough, therefore, we are now
using a 5 pixels buffer mask layer from UDM2 to prevent collecting TP over CLOUDS, SHADOW and
HEAVY HAZE. UDM2 has not yet been trained for SuperDove imagery and therefore the model could
be less accurate than the model for the rest of the constellations, this may lead to some of the
tiepoints being identified in cloudy areas and therefore some overestimation of the error.

Another limitation in the process is the difficulty of identifying large shifts. If the offset between
target and reference images is larger than the default search radius, no checkpoint can be identified
and therefore those offset are not included in the metrics. An increase of the size of the search radius
increases the processing time and the amount of blunders.
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We have recently observed that in landscapes where there is sparse vegetation the misalignment
between the NIR band and the other bands is slightly overestimated.

Sample scenes are selected every day over predefined test sites located worldwide over different
types of landscape and terrain conditions. For each of the constellations (Dove-C, Dove-R, SuperDove
and SkySat), a maximum of 20 published scenes (test or standard) with less than 10% cloud cover are
selected per test site. In order to ensure a representative sample in each test site, we only select
more than one image acquired by the same satellite if there are no images available from satellites
not yet represented in the sample. The automatic accuracy assessments are then run over Ortho
Radiance products to evaluate absolute, temporal, scene-to-scene and band-to-band positional
accuracy. We did stop collecting metrics for Dove-R in April this year 2021 in order to have more
resources for SuperDove. Therefore the positional accuracy metrics for Dove-R has only been
evaluated on a sample of PSScene Ortho Analytic for products acquired in the first 6 months of 2021
(from January to June).

Absolute Geolocation

The absolute geo-location of PSScene Ortho Analytic products has been evaluated over known
locations where independent reference from different sources (aerial imagery, DG satellite imagery,
SPOT satellite imagery, etc.) are available. These test sites are of higher positional accuracy, have a
good distribution around the world and contain different land cover (urban, forest, bare ground,
agriculture, ...) and terrain types (flat, hilly, mountainous).

The absolute geolocation has been evaluated on a sample of PSScene Ortho Analytic for SuperDove
acquired in the second quarter of 2022. The fleet of Dove-C and Dove-R satellites were
decommissioned around May 1st 2022. Further, Planet stopped evaluating positional accuracy for
Dove-R imagery in April 2021 to prioritize the measurements of Dove-C and SuperDove. Therefore,
metrics for Dove-R and Dove-C shown below are intended to represent an overall absolute accuracy.

Sample Size PCTL90 of RMSE [m] CE90 empirical [m]

Dove-Classic * 74663 6.32 5.86

SuperDove 8914 6.68 6.3

Dove-R ** 11833 7.08 7.01

* TOI: May 2020 to May 1st 2022

** TOI: March 2019  to March 3rd 2021

Band Registration

Due to sensor plane differences, band to band registration in Dove-Classic, Dove-R and SuperDove is
achieved in a quite different way.
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Dove-Classic: Dove-Classic sensor plane consists of two halves. The top half contains an RGB CFA
array. The bottom half adds a NIR filter. For 3-band products the three bands Red, Green and Blue in
Dove-Classic are generated from the same exposure, by simple interpolation of the CFA array. No
band to band registration issues should occur in L1 PlanetScope 3-band products.

On the other hand for PlanetScope 4-band products the NIR ground component comes from a
slightly different exposure time (~1 second offset). The NIR band is registered to the RGB
components through ground rectification and back projection to the sensor space.

Dove-R: The Dove-R sensor plane consists of four separate stripes organized vertically along the
track of the flight path. Each one of the stripes corresponds to the separate spectral components
Green, Red, Near-Infrared and Blue, with no CFA array.

Dove-R L1 composite images, both 3-band and 4-band, are produced by an image registration
process involving up to four frames ahead and four frames behind the anchor frame. There is a
typical time interval of ~0.5 seconds and a spatial baseline of ~3.8 km between consecutive frames.

Current Dove-R L1 registration process is prior-less, not relying on ground information nor reference
imagery but scene content to align the four bands in the anchor frame.

SuperDove: The SuperDove sensor plane consists of eight horizontal stripes that capture eight
different spectral bands, Coastal Blue, Blue, Green_i, Green_ii, Red, Yellow, Red Edge and NIR.

To form one multi-band composite of SuperDove imagery 24 and more individual frames are
combined via a prior-less registration technique.

For SuperDove, Band-to-Band registration has been evaluated for a sample of Ortho Analytic
products acquired in the second quarter of 2022. The fleet of Dove-C and Dove-R satellites were
decommissioned around May 1st 2022. Further, Planet stopped evaluating positional accuracy for
Dove-R imagery in April 2021 to prioritize the measurements of Dove-C and SuperDove. Therefore,
metrics for Dove-R and Dove-C shown below are intended to represent an overall Band-to-Band
alignment.

Dove-C and Dove-R samples consist of 4 band products while the sample for SuperDove consists of
8 band products.

Constellation Sample Size PCTL90 of RMSEs [pixels]

DOVE_C * 512754 0.57

SUPER_DOVE 315896 0.41

DOVE_R ** 76215 1.55
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* TOI: May 2020 to May 1st 2022

** TOI: March 2019  to March 3rd 2021

Dove-Classic *:

Band Combination Sample
Size

PCTL90 of RMSEs
[pixels]

BLUE - GREEN 85226 0.08

BLUE - RED 85227 0.08

BLUE - NIR 81931 0.69

GREEN - RED 85226 0.09

GREEN - NIR 83626 0.70

RED - NIR 82687 0.72

* TOI: May 2020 to May 1st 2022

SuperDove:

Sample Size
PCTL90 of RMSEs [pixels], Standard deviation

of RMSEs [pixels]

BLUE COASTAL_BLUE GREEN_I GREEN_II RED REDEDGE YELLOW

COASTAL_BLUE 11062
(0.50, 0.20)

GREEN_I 11076
(0.39, 0.23)

11061
(0.46, 0.17)

GREEN_II 11076
(0.44, 0.16)

11060
(0.44, 0.16)

11077
(0.26, 0.22)

RED 11076
(0.33, 0.29)

11047
(0.46, 0.16)

11077
(0.19, 0.25)

11075
(0.29, 0.23)

REDEDGE 11050
(0.44, 0.15)

11027
(0.35, 0.27)

11049
(0.31, 0.10)

11050
(0.29, 0.09)

11043
(0.36, 0.12)

YELLOW 11058
(0.51, 0.18)

11072
(0.43, 0.31)

11056
(0.35, 0.12)

11057
(0.31, 0.13)

11051
(0.41, 0.15)

11074
(0.34, 0.23)

NIR 10934
(0.47, 0.14)

10448
(0.35, 0.27)

11035
(0.46, 0.23)

11044
(0.47, 0.27)

10847
(0.46, 0.14)

11053
(0.44, 0.32)

10992
(0.37, 0.20)
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Dove-R **:

Band Combination Sample
Size

PCTL90(RMSE
rad) [pixels]

BLUE - GREEN 12680 2.44

BLUE - RED 12684 1.81

BLUE - NIR 12226 1.43

GREEN - RED 12688 1.10

GREEN - NIR 12580 1.95

RED - NIR 12338 1.34

** TOI: March 2019  to March 3rd 2021

Temporal Registration

A stack of PSScene Ortho Analytic products over defined test sites has been used to evaluate the
temporal registration. The process selects a more recently acquired product and compares its
location against older products that belong to the same test site. Check points are collected on the
red band of both products, target and reference.

For SuperDove, the temporal registration has been evaluated for a sample of Ortho Analytic products
acquired in the second quarter of 2022. The fleet of Dove-C and Dove-R satellites were
decommissioned around May 1st 2022. Further, Planet stopped evaluating positional accuracy for
Dove-R imagery in April 2021 to prioritize the measurements of Dove-C and SuperDove. Therefore,
metrics for Dove-R and Dove-C shown below are intended to represent an overall temporal
alignment.

Constellation Sample Size PCTL90 of RMSEs [m]

Dove-Classic * 84126 4.24

SuperDove 10928 5.67

Dove-R ** 12074 6.30

* TOI: May 2020 to May 1st 2022

** TOI: March 2019  to March 3rd 2021
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Relative Geolocation

The relative geolocation evaluates the scene-to-scene alignment of scenes that belong to the same
strip. The process selects a target ortho scene and compares its location against the adjacent scenes
in the strip. Check points are collected on the red band.

For SuperDove, the relative geo-location has been evaluated for a sample of Ortho Analytic products
acquired in the second quarter of 2022. The fleet of Dove-C and Dove-R satellites were
decommissioned around May 1st 2022. Further, Planet stopped evaluating positional accuracy for
Dove-R imagery in April 2021 to prioritize the measurements of Dove-C and SuperDove. Therefore,
metrics for Dove-R and Dove-C shown below are intended to represent an overall scene-to-scene
alignment.

Constellation Sample Size PCTL90 of RMSEs [m]

Dove-Classic * 208293 1.72

SuperDove 51843 8.03

Dove-R ** 42781 6.37

* TOI: May 2020 to May 1st 2022

** TOI: March 2019  to March 3rd 2021

Radiometric Performance

Radiometric Calibration Status

The most recent updates to the radiometric calibration coefficients for SuperDove satellites were
performed using imagery collected during the time period from 2022-01-01 to 2022-07-01. These
updates apply to Planet’s new PSScene generation of products for which calibration of all Dove
satellites has been transitioned to using Sentinel-2 as a reference and will become effective on
October 1, 2022. The Dove Classic and Dove-R satellites were decommissioned at the beginning of
Q2, 2022 and no longer receive calibration updates, so the results for those satellites reflect the
2021-07-01 or 2022-01-01 time period.

Data for near-simultaneous crossovers between Dove and Sentinel-2 was collected for the 6-month
calibration period and limited to only those crossovers occurring within 2 hours of each other.
Because of the large sensor spectral response differences between Dove-Classic and Sentinel-2,
previous cross-calibrations were performed using crossovers occurring only over approximately 30
pre-selected sites, each with Hyperion-characterized spectra used for the purposes of spectral band
adjustment. The crossover images, in sun-angle-corrected TOA reflectance space, were broken down
according to a sampling grid of approximately 2km by 2km cells. The joint mode of the 2D
distribution of corresponding pixel values (i.e., Dove pixel to corresponding Sentinel-2 pixel) was
identified for each cell and then a linear model was fit to all such values for each satellite. The
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Dove-Classic NIR band was calibrated against Sentinel-2 band 8. A calibration update was derived
for each satellite based on gain of the fit combined with a fixed offset determined from prior
calibrations. Older satellites for which insufficient calibration site crossovers occurred within the
required simultaneity time window were omitted from the update.

SuperDove and Dove-R satellites were cross-calibrated with Sentinel-2 using world-wide near
simultaneous crossover events. This ensures that a wide number of terrain types on different parts of
the dynamic range were found and used for calibration. All land masses were divided into a fine,
roughly uniform grid. For each satellite, searches were randomized in space and time, ensuring a
uniform sampling for both. Up to 20,000 crossovers were collected for each satellite, half to be used
for the calibration and half to be reserved for validation. The following illustrations show both the
spatial and temporal distribution of a single SuperDove, 2455, for the calibration time period.

Dove-Sentinel crossover counts by spatial grid for SuperDove 2455
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The world-wide Dove-R, SuperDove and Sentinel-2 passes were constrained to the same 2 hour
window used for Dove-Classic and the crossover images were processed in TOA reflectance space at
a resolution of 20m per pixel and placed within the RapidEye orthotile grid space so that the pixels
will be coincident. The joint mode of the 2D distribution of corresponding pixel values (i.e.
Superdove pixel to corresponding Sentinel-2 pixel) was identified for each orthotile and then a linear
model was fit to all such values for each satellite. RANSAC was used with an ordinary least squares fit
constrained to pass through the origin. Due to the similarity in spectral responses between the
bands and the fact that we didn’t limit the search to well-characterized calibration sites, SBAF
correction was not applied. The Superdove NIR band and the Dove-R NIR band were calibrated
against Sentinel-2 Band 8a. Because the SuperDove green_i and yellow bands do not correspond
with any Sentinel-2 spectral bands, those used averages of the neighboring Sentinel bands during
analysis. Hence the SuperDove green_i band used an average of the Sentinel-2 band 2 and band 3
for comparison, while the SuperDove yellow band used an average of the Sentinel-2 band 3 and
band 4.

Radiometric Uncertainty

For all Doves, validation was performed against the RadCalNet set of calibration sites. Separately,
SuperDove and Dove-R satellites were validated using an independent set of up to 10,000
simultaneous crossovers with Sentinel-2 over the same calibration time period. For the Dove-Classic
satellites, the NIR band was compared to Sentinel-2 band 8. For the Dove-R and SuperDove satellites,
the NIR band was compared to Sentinel-2 band 8a.

The RadCalNet calibration sites provide ground measurements of reflectance that are then
converted to TOA reflectance using a radiative transfer calculation. Measurements are provided
every day for every half hour interval when possible. Crossovers were collected for all of the Doves for
the most recent 6-month calibration interval and the images cropped to the site’s defined sample
area. They were then compared to the site’s reported TOA reflectance values after having the
calibration update being applied to the images. Only scenes passing basic quality checks and
having >90% clear pixels over the entire scene and >98% clear pixels within the sample region were
used.  Results are shown in the following tables.

RadCalNet Validation - Dove Classic - 36 Crossovers

Band Absolute Accuracy % Precision % Uncertainty % (1-sigma)
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blue -6.08 7.44 9.61

green 5.20 8.48 9.94

red 8.88 8.88 12.56

nir 4.85 8.37 9.67

RadCalNet Validation - Dove-R - 15 Crossovers

Band Absolute Accuracy % Precision % Uncertainty % (1-sigma)

blue -5.03 5.01 7.10

green -3.34 3.30 4.70

red -4.56 1.08 4.69

nir -1.45 5.13 5.33

RadCalNet Validation - SuperDove - 46 Crossovers

Band Absolute Accuracy % Precision % Uncertainty % (1-sigma)

coastal blue -4.54 5.98 7.67

blue -4.80 5.98 7.67

green_i -6.24 4.53 7.71

green_ii -3.41 3.44 4.85

yellow 1.88 4.85 5.20

red 0.75 3.79 3.86

sentinel_red_edge_i 4.89 5.69 7.50

nir 8.80 5.08 10.16

The second validation for SuperDove and Dove-R satellites was conducted with the same process as
for the calibration with the exception that the derived calibration updates were applied to the
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analyzed crossover scenes. Those crossover scenes were taken from the independent, randomly
selected half of the crossovers search results for the same calibration time period. The following
histograms show the distribution of residual gain corrections for the corrected imagery compared to
Sentinel-2. Both Dove-R and SuperDove have zero offsets. Note that in these comparisons, no
restriction was made on the position of samples in the references’ swath, and no consideration for
BRDF errors was made.

Dove-R
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SuperDove

Following is an example of the validation results for a single SuperDove satellite.

SuperDove 2455

Band Gain Offset Uncertainty (%) R-squared Value

coastal _blue 1.0020 -0.0040 5.13 0.998

blue 1.0001 -0.0032 5.95 0.998

green_i 1.0018 0.0041 5.18 0.997

green_ii 1.0021 -0.0018 5.55 0.996

yellow 1.0021 -0.0066 6.60 0.993

red 1.0010 -0.0020 7.46 0.997

sentinel_red_ed
ge_i

1.0006 -0.0058 7.89 0.997

nir 0.9991 -0.0081 10.99 0.995
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Noise

The Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) for Planetscope data is calculated for every scene. In Q1 of 2022 the
reporting of SNR was updated to be reflective of true camera performance by basing the metric
purely on the noise model of each camera. This should be taken into consideration if comparing the
results below against values from reports prior to Q1 of 2022. The Signal-to-Noise metric operates by
removing the effects of analog gain and offset before converting DNs to electrons through the
camera model. Assuming Poisson distributed shot-noise, the SNR is then calculated from the mean
signal for each band.

The table below contains the measurement averaged over all satellites of the fleet for images
acquired in Q2 of 2022.

Satellite SNR
coastal
blue

SNR
blue

SNR
green_i

SNR
green /
green_ii

SNR
yellow

SNR
red

SNR
red edge

SNR
nir

Super-
Dove

63.116 97.945 90.644 89.268 69.330 72.470 49.337 43.022

As a reference, the mean 12-bit DN values for each satellite type in Q2 of 2022 are presented in the
table below.

Satellite Avg DN
coastal
blue

Avg DN
blue

Avg DN
green_i

Avg DN
green /
green_ii

Avg DN
yellow

Avg DN
red

Avg DN
red edge

Avg DN
nir

Super- 667.07 1,706.092 1,471.107 1,431.783 847.905 953.687 424.996 312.433
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Dove

For SuperDove the exposure settings, especially for coastal blue, NIR, yellow and red edge, are still to
be adjusted and optimized, therefore the SNR especially for these bands is expected to be
systematically improved in the future.

Fixed Pattern Noise is currently not assessed for the PlanetScope satellites, but this metric is planned
to be added in the future.

Focus

Planet measures the Relative Edge Response (RER) to control the focus of the images.

For the Superdove satellites, the RER is evaluated using both green bands and the yellow band for all
images with sharp edges that overlap one of 5000 specified airport sites worldwide.

Using a Canny Edge Detector followed by a Hough Transform straight edges in the image are
identified. Those candidate edges are filtered and quality-checked, to make sure that:

● the edges are actually straight
● the edges show a high contrast between dark pixels on one and bright pixels on the other

side
● the bright and dark side of the edge are very homogeneous

In addition, the edges are separated into horizontal and vertical edges, based on their angle.

Next, a combined intensity profile across the edge (over its entire length) is created and normalized
to range from zero to one (taking into account the noise). The RER is the effective slope of the
normalized profile measured in the range of one pixel around the edge (between the profile at 0.5
pixel left of the edge pixel and 0.5 pixel right of the edge pixel).

Finally, the results for all horizontal and vertical edges in a bandfile are combined to get one
horizontal and vertical value for the band.

In general the RER ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values for sharper edges.

In addition to the native RER value that depends on the exact GSD of the satellite (because it
measures the slope at one pixel around the edge), Planet also quotes a normalized RER value that
corresponds to a 3m GSD and is calculated by dividing the native RER by the GSD and multiplying
by 3.

The following table shows the average green RER measurement of all images from all satellites that
were acquired in Q2 of 2022.
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Satellite RER across track RER along track

native Normalized to 3m GSD native Normalized to 3m GSD

Eight-stripe
SuperDove

0.316 0.231 0.327 0.239

PROCESSING CHAIN STATUS

Product Format

As of June 9th, interpolated RPCs are now being built for Superdove scenes. This will lead to
improved rectification for certain scenes.

On April 28th a minor change to scene normalization was implemented for the Mosaic
normalization process. Normalization now specifies both sensor and cloud UDM masks.

PRODUCT ANOMALIES

Introduction

This section lists the major known anomalies in PlanetScope data. Most of these are actively being
worked on and they will either be fixed in future pipeline releases or are being mitigated with future
spacecraft generations. The anomalies are presented in alphabetical order.

Band Misregistration

Because of the Bayer pattern design the RGB bands in Dove-classic are always perfectly aligned, but
there can be misregistration between the RGB and the NIR contributions to a scene. For the
multi-stripe satellites that Planet operates, Dove-R and SuperDove, all bands need to be registered
when building a composite. A new version of the registration algorithm for Planetscope was released
in Q1 2022. Planetscope images starting 1st of March 2022 have a band-to-band alignment accuracy
of less than 0.5 pixels (1.5 meters). An example of the improved band alignment scene is shown
below:
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Blurry Overlap between Successive Scenes

This is a registration issue between the same bands and used to happen on Dove-R and SuperDove.
In adjacent frames there is typically some overlap between the same stripes where the image is
averaged. The pixels in the overlapping area were initially averaged from the two contributing
scenes. In case of misregistration this average operation blurs the scene content.

This issue was solved by always using one of the scenes on top of the other instead of averaging
them. The fix was implemented on October 30th 2019 and all products produced (not only acquired)
after that date don’t have this problem.

Example:
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Color warping

One of the currently known artifacts of the improved band-to-band misalignment method quickly
alluded to in Band Misregistration is a warping of individual colors at the top and bottom of a
product. An updated version of the method is expected to be rolled out in the next weeks, and that
updated method is expected to fix the warping.

Example:

Dark Content Next To Saturated Content

This anomaly is specific to SuperDove. There are cases where saturated and very bloomed parts of
the scene cause the same rows of pixels in the rest of the tap (read-out section) to become very dark.
This is a consequence of how anti blooming is performed on the SuperDove sensor. Some amount of
the unbloomed pixels in the same rows within the same tap will be affected. The mitigation strategy
for this is to add those areas to the unusable data mask. A strategy to detect such areas and mask
them is currently being tested.

Example:
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Dark Lines Between Taps

For SuperDoves, on very homogeneous scenes, there can be one noticeable dark column along the
boundary between neighboring taps. This effect is additive, which means that it cannot be corrected
with flat fields, but needs an accurate dark field model. For a number of reasons there is no
pixel-level dark field model available for SuperDove yet. As a consequence the dark columns at the
tap boundaries can persist in the final products for now.

Example:

Diagonal Rolling Noise

This anomaly is specific to SuperDove data. A special form that the EMI noise can take is diagonal
rolling noise. It is exhibited as a regular noise pattern and forms diagonal stripes throughout the
image. It is most probably an interaction between the EMI noise and the lossy JPEG2000
compression. The path forward is to mitigate rolling noise in the camera itself for newly launched
satellites.

Example:
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Dust on Lens

Even with the satellites being assembled and handled in a clean room, occasionally there are pieces
of dust or other small particles on the focal plane. Normally the flat field processing perfectly corrects
for these smudges, but in some cases, for example if the dust moved on the focal plane or right after
a change in exposure time, these artifacts can be visible in the final products, before the flat fields
have been adjusted accordingly.

For the multi stripe satellites (Dove-R and SuperDove) it is characteristic that the smudges show up
repeatedly over the composite (following the scanning direction) because they are imprinted on
each of the raw captures that make up the composite product.

Examples:
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EMI Noise

Taps EMI (Electromagnetic Interference) noise is caused by interaction of on board electronics with
the highly charged orbit environment. These noise patterns are often discontinuous across tap
boundaries, indicating that they are injected into the image through the readout electronics rather
than the sensor itself.

Example:

Misalignment between Successive Scenes

The exact statistics about the abundance of misaligned successive scenes are captured in Relative
Geolocation.

Example:
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Missing Scenes in a Strip

There are a variety of reasons why gaps can occur. The most probable case is that a scene is not
rectified due to clouds, water, or other reasons. It is also possible that the scene is simply not
downloaded yet or it is lost.

Example:

Remaining Hot Pixels and Hot Columns

Hot pixels are individual CCD elements with higher than normal rates of charge leakage. In digital
photography hot pixels are defined as pixels which are proportionally reacting to incident light,
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whereby their appearance is brighter. These are caused by electrical charges that leak into the
sensor wells, and they will get worse and appear more frequently when the sensor is hot. During
readout a hot pixel can excite its entire column and thus create a hot column.

At the beginning of August 2021 a revised approach to detect and correct hot pixels and hot
columns has been rolled out to the data from all PlanetScope satellites. This new algorithm is a lot
more reliable than the previous one and detects and corrects around 98.45% of the hot pixels and
columns. The remaining 1.55% is still visible in the products.

Example:

Saturation and Blooming

Saturation occurs when the CCD array reaches the physical limit of energy that it can take in (for
example after long exposures). The cumulative number of photo-electrons in a sensor well
approaches or exceeds its capacity to handle the signal generated by them. Saturation can occur
over very bright features, such as clouds, snow and ice or in some cases even very bright sandy
deserts.

In very extreme cases charge from one CCD can start overflowing into the adjacent bin, resulting in
blooming. CCD sensors are designed to allow easy vertical shifting of the charge but potential
barriers are created to reduce flow into horizontal pixels. Hence the excess charge will preferentially
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flow into the nearest vertical neighbours. Blooming therefore produces a characteristic vertical
streak.

The PlanetScope constellation is optimized for Northern Hemisphere conditions, including the
exposure time. Thus the exposure time is adjusted twice a year, reduced in Northern Hemisphere
spring and extended in Northern Hemisphere autumn. A more flexible exposure model is under
development.

Examples:

Dove-Classic Dove-R and SuperDove

Stitching

When creating an ortho tile product out of successive scenes that are slightly misaligned, this
misalignment will be visible as geometric seams in the ortho tile product. This anomaly is most
prominent in SuperDove data.

Example:
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Tap Imbalance

The two-stripe Dove-Classic as well as the four-stripe Dove-R focal planes are organized in four taps
which are read out through four separate readout channels. SuperDove even uses 16 separate taps
with individual read out channels. This creates different noise patterns and from time to time slightly
different radiometry between the taps. This can be visible as a difference in brightness between the
taps within the scene even after flat fielding and radiometric calibration is performed. This often
occurs when there is saturation in one half of the scene, but it does not have to be coincident in all
cases.
A potential contribution of stray light to this defect can not be completely ruled out either. However,
the stray light problem is addressed in the sensor design of Dove-R and SuperDoves already and will
be further improved with those future spacecraft generations.

Example:
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Tonal Difference between Successive Scenes

For two-stripe Dove-Classics imagery, multiple individual successive scenes are combined to form an
Ortho Tile. Similarly for four-stripe Dove-R images nine individual successive scenes are needed to
composite one full 4-band coverage of the scene footprint. The SuperDove design takes this even
further, as it requires 24 and more scenes to create one complete composite of the scene footprint.
To form a Dove-R or SuperDove Ortho Tile multiple of these composites are combined.

It happens that the scenes show slight differences in tone when combined even though they have
been flat fielded and radiometrically calibrated before combining them. Possible reasons for this
include slightly varying viewing geometry, that means slight differences in viewing angle between
the top and bottom of a scene and therefore between the bottom of one scene and the top of the
next scene.

An effect of stray light can not be excluded either. This is being worked on and will be mitigated with
future satellite generations.

Example:

‘Vaseline-on-Lens’ Blooming

Some two-stripe Dove-Classic satellites exhibit blooming around bright areas in the image. This is
not related to atmospheric influences, it is happening consistently even when atmospheric factors
can be ruled out.
On an affected satellite the effect starts very slightly and then gets worse over time. Most debugging
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points to this being a physical issue, likely associated with contaminant migration, evaporation or
degradation of coatings, deposition of particles on the lens elements or degradation of the glass by
scratches or radiation. There might be some out-gassing going on as well.

Our countermeasures to make sure that this does not happen to any future satellites and satellite
generations include:

● Revise all materials used in the vicinity of the lens
● Bake out all satellites before launch

○ Bake out camera prior to integration with telescope
○ Bake out telescope in two pieces prior to assembly
○ Bake out spacecraft with antenna flap open

● Exchange materials (mainly move away from silicone) and change storage conditions for
certain parts

● Perform outgassing tests

In order to deal with current satellites that exhibit or might develop this problem we have developed
a metric to measure this type of blooming using moon images. Moon images are collected regularly
for all satellites and they can be used to get a quantitative measure of the amount of blooming in a
specific satellite. As soon as a certain threshold is exceeded the affected satellite can be removed
from the production fleet.

Example:

Visible Filter Boundaries

This issue is specific to multi stripe satellites. In general it is a result of the trade-off between the
frame rate and the filter boundaries. The filter boundaries define which areas on the focal plane
contain valid CCDs and the frame rate determines the temporal spacing of the individual captures.
Ideally the frame rate would ‘command’ the next capture exactly when the satellite has overflown
the height of one stripe on the ground (as specified by the filter boundaries). Due to the construction
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of the cameras and the maximum supported frame rate, we have to be as restrictive as possible with
the filter boundaries.

There are a few rows of pixels towards the edge of the filter on the focal plane that seem to exhibit
some non-linearity. When these areas are not properly cut out by the filter boundaries, they might
remain visible in the final product.

An easy solution that we are looking at is changing the order of the overlap and thus ‘hide’ the
non-linear stripe. In addition to that we are working on setting up a metric to catch this behavior and
ideally use the metric to inform about the appropriate order of the overlap.

Example:

PIXEL STATUS

Hot Pixels

Hot pixels are pixels that are a lot brighter than they should be. While it is believed that hot columns
and hot pixels are primarily caused by radiation damage in space, it has also been observed on the
ground.
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Hot pixel in a two-stripe Dove-Classic image before and after correction.

The current detection and correction algorithm correctly identifies and corrects 98.45% of all hot
columns and pixels.

The figure below shows the average number of hot pixels that were identified on any scene from a
given satellite that was acquired in Q2 2022. The number of detected and corrected features has
continued to increase since the last report, which is expected as sensors age and is a good sign that
detection is working as intended.

Hot pixel counts for eight-stripe SuperDove satellites taking into account scenes captured in Q2
2022. Vertical axis limits are between [0, 3500].
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PRODUCT FEATURES

Two-stripe Dove-Classic

Currently, 4-band products are composites where every pixel is imaged from two different positions
that are acquired at slightly different times - Red, Green and Blue bands are imaged simultaneously
and from the same satellite position. The NIR band is acquired slightly later and from a slightly
different position.

The two-stripe Dove-Classics use a 29-megapixel Bayer-mask CCD sensor. Each sensor has 4
readouts, known as taps. The top two taps have a visible pass filter over the Bayer-mask and the
pixels capture the Red, Green, and Blue bands. The bottom two taps are covered by a NIR pass filter
and the green pixels of the RGB Bayer-mask are used to capture the NIR-Infrared band (the red pixel
used to be used, but it was changed to green in late 2018). A diagram of the tap readouts, filter areas,
and Bayer-mask arrangement of the Red, Green, and Blue channels can be seen below.
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JPEG2000 Compression Artifacts

PlanetScope data is compressed using lossy JPEG2000 compression on board of the satellite before
the data is downloaded. JPEG2000 lets the user specify the exact compression ratio (in contrast to
regular lossy JPEG, where the quality factor is provided). The obvious advantage is that the required
download volume and disk space can easily be anticipated. The disadvantage is that the quality is
not fully controlled and there are cases where the compression loses more information than
intended. These cases are very rare, but unfortunately they do happen.

Example (unusually extreme case):

Zipper Artifact through Debayering

This zipper-like artifact along edges is introduced by the Bayer pattern that is used in the two-stripe
Dove-Classics.
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Example:

Aliasing

Aliasing in the NIR band can be caused by the inclination of the satellite relative to the parallel rows
of the scene. The current interpolation of the NIR red pixels creates this text book aliasing artifact.

Extreme aliasing in the NIR band The green band of the same image for
comparison
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Four-stripe Dove-R

Dove-R is a multi-stripe satellite. The spectral bands are designed to be compatible with Sentinel-2,
but still calibrated to be interoperable with Dove-Classics and their RapidEye heritage.

These payloads acquire all of the four bands each at slightly different positions and times. Recording
each band separately enables us to better define the passbands of each filter so that they are truly
independent of each other, resulting in improved spectral accuracy, better calibratability and
improved spatial sampling resolution. As a consequence, band misalignment will occur when
looking at rugged terrain or at moving and high altitude objects (not reflected in the DEM) that have
significantly changed perspective or location due to either parallax or high speed. This is a feature of
our new collection geometry, is not an anomaly, and is very typical in other constellations in the
industry. Finally, the scene products framing for this imagery is double the vertical size compared to
legacy products.

Band Name Notes
Wavelength
(Bandwidth)

(nm)

2 Blue

core visual
bands

490 (50)

4 Green II 565 (36)

5 Red 665 (31)

13 NIR narrow NIR 865 (40)
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Clouds

Clouds appear at slightly different places in the different bands. In most cases this is a parallax effect
caused by the altitude of the clouds. On windy days, it can also be related to the velocity of the
clouds.

Examples:

The near simultaneous crossover of one two-stripe Dove-Classic and two four-stripe Dove-R satellites
on January 28th, 2019 in New Zealand impressively shows the difference in representation of clouds
with the two different imaging approaches.

1013 - Two-stripe Dove-Classic 1059 - Four-stripe Dove-R 1061 - Four-stripe Dove-R

Planes

Due to their velocity and altitude, planes appear shifted in the different spectral bands.
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Examples:

Very Steep Terrain

Due to extreme geometries it is not always possible to properly align the bands at very steep slopes,
mountain ridges or open pit mines.

Examples:

Mountains

Mines

Waves

Due to their velocity and fast change in shape, waves appear differently or at different locations in
the different spectral bands (this affects fast traveling waves as well as breaking waves in general).
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Examples:

JPEG2000 Compression Artifacts

PlanetScope data is compressed using lossy JPEG2000 compression on board of the satellite before
the data is downloaded. JPEG2000 lets the user specify the exact compression ratio (in contrast to
regular lossy JPEG, where the quality factor is provided). The obvious advantage is that the required
download volume and disk space can easily be anticipated. The disadvantage is that the quality is
not fully controlled and there are cases where the compression loses more information than
intended. These cases are very rare, but unfortunately they do happen.

Example (unusually extreme case):

Eight-stripe SuperDove

Similar to Dove-R, SuperDove has a multi-stripe sensor design with eight spectral bands that are
compatible with the Sentinel-2 spectral design. Specifically it uses an eight-stripe 47-megapixel CCD
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sensor with butcher block filters and 16 separate read-outs. Just as any other multi-stripe system,
SuperDove acquires all of its bands at slightly different positions and times.

Due to the similar sensor design and on-board software the features listed for Dove-R, namely
Clouds, Planes, Very Steep Terrain, Waves and JPEG2000 Compression Artifacts are also applicable
and valid for SuperDove.

Horizontal gapping

The SuperDove focal plane (5280 pixels high) is divided into eight stripes leaves on average 660 lines
per stripe. However there needs to be a physical boundary between the adjacent stripes to avoid
light at wide angles coming through one filter and polluting the result for the neighboring filter. As
Planet decided not to paint the sides of each filter black, a method that is often used but that was
not applicable for Planet’s needs, there needs to be another type of boundary. Planet decided to
implement three-dimensional bars on top of the filter array to serve as a separation. This results in a
notable reduction of the usable filter area. For the most severely affected SuperDove the average
filter is only 350 pixels high. On average the initial generation of filter design has 380 pixel high filters,
for the second generation that was increased to 500 pixels.

This leads to scenarios where the maximum possible frame rate, limited by the sensor read out, can
not keep up with the frame rate needed to create gap-free coverage of the ground with all spectral
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bands. In these cases there will be lines of no data across the direction of scanning. Due to optical
distortion the gaps will be wider at the sides of the composite than in the center.

With 500 pixels we are able to operate gap free and we are in the process of implementing a camera
upgrade that will enable us to operate the first generation satellites fast enough to be almost gap
free as well.

As soon as data is missing in one of the spectral bands, the product is set to no data for all bands at
the location. Luckily, the gaps can reliably be identified during processing and products with more
than 3000 pixels gapping will not be published. This cut-off threshold is currently being refined and
will be significantly lower in the future.

Example:

Crabbing Scenes

It can happen that the satellite is yawed, that means that it is not properly facing along track while
imaging. The main reason for this behavior is that subsystems like the starcam are not running
properly during the imaging activity. As a result of this, the consecutive L0 frames that make up the
composite are not lined up horizontally and the composite becomes a parallelogram rather than a
rectangle in shape.

The scene content is not skewed, the crabbing only influences the footprint of the composite.
However due to the spacecraft pointing being unstable, there might be increased motion blur in
scenes like this. If that is the case, these composites will not be published. Usually for the next
imaging activity all systems return to nominal operations and the satellite as well as the following
images recover.
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Example:

LIST OF ACTIVE SATELLITES

Below is a list of all the active whitelisted imaging satellites in Q2 2022.

121 SuperDove:
2403 2264 2434 249c 24a4 241c 227c 2442 2307 2439 2412 2462 248e 227b 241b 247e 2489 247a
2428 2490 2427 248b 248f 2408 2414 2278 220b 2464 249e 2478 2465 2419 245c 2436 2251 248c
2407 2206 2233 2470 2212 245d 2440 2483 2480 2224 241f 2498 2486 2474 227a 2423 2484 2430
2432 2448 241e 242d 2457 2402 2405 241d 2481 2456 2459 222c 2421 2463 2451 245e 2231 2460
249d 2254 247f 2477 24a5 24a3 240c 2461 2482 2235 2424 2458 2429 2473 2271 2453 2479 2426
2446 2262 222f 222b 2495 249a 2413 2449 2223 2274 247b 2420 2435 242b 247d 247c 2488 2438
249b 225a 2416 2431 2447 2492 2475 2276 240a 2485 2455 2499 2445

- End -
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